
Name__________________________________________________ Class Period______ 

 This assessment will test your basic understanding of AutoCAD commands, tools, and 

modification resources.  The assessment is made of 10 multiple choice questions and one 

Multiview drawing to be turned in at the end of class today.  You may use AutoCAD for all 

aspects of the multiple choice. 

 

1) When trying to remove a segment of a line from an intersecting/perpendicular line the best tool 

to use would be_______________ 

a. Erase 

b. Extend 

c. Trim 

2) Which method would be best and most accurate for stretching a line to an intersecting/parallel 

line or object________________ 

a. Select the line, grab the grip, and drag 

b. Draw another line from the endpoint of the line to be extended to the desired 

line/object 

c. Use the extend tool 

3) When drawing a circle, you begin by selecting a basepoint, then specify the size of the circle.  If 

you were to type in 10, what would the diameter of the circle be_____________ 

a. 10 

b. 20 

c. Neither 

4) When considering your answer for Question 3, which rationale below is the reason for your 

answer______________ 

a. You can give the circle command any dimension you want 

b. Any unit you type while using the circle command is understood as a diameter 

c. Units typed are understood as Radius by default, unless you select diameter before 

typing the unit 

5) If you want to scale an object to a specific size, choose the best practice________________ 

a.  Selecting the SCALE tool and mouse dragging with selected object to the size you need 

b. Selecting the SCALE tool, choosing a base point, and dragging the selected object to the 

size you need 

c. Selecting the SCALE tool, choosing a base point, then entering a SCALE FACTOR 

6) When using a tool such as Line, Polyline, Spline, Polygon, or Circle; the command window will 

ask you to “Specify Base Point.”  What does this mean_______________ 

a. The size of the object 

b. The distance of the object 

c. The starting point of the object, or the place you will modify an object from 

7) If I want to draw a line on the X-axis 10” long or in a truly horizontal direction, how would I enter 

the command______________ 

a. Line  @10,0 

b. Line   @ 0,10 

c. Line 10 



 

  

Draw all necessary views of the object above.  Your units should be in inches.  You need to dimension the 

drawing and utilize hidden and center lines appropriately.  Consider every grid on the graph paper a 

distance of 1”   

 

Place the object in your Title Block and print at the scale noted on the board/overhead 

Modify text in your title block : 

Drawing title = Exam 1 Multiview,  


